Rosetti Marino Group
increases collaboration
through Nintex
No-code solution eases transition from Lotus
Notes to SharePoint with automated workflows.
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Rosetti Marino Group

While migrating from
Lotus Notes to SharePoint,
Rosetti Marino realized
workflows would smooth
the process and allow them
to automate project site
permissions and document
management.

After the project team
list is created in Word,
that document is used to
automatically generate
the project folder and
permissions for project
sites. Nintex Workflow also
manages the document
approval process, as well as
automatic archiving.

No-code solution saves
50% of developers’ time
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Increased collaboration
with partners
Challenging shift from
Lotus Notes to SharePoint
made easy with Nintex

Finding a replacement
and upgrade to Lotus
Notes
“In my opinion, Nintex is

Providing construction and engineering
services, both onshore and off, for gas and oil,

easy to use and quick to be

and ship-building companies around the globe

learned. With Nintex, you

projects. Although Lotus Notes worked well in

can complete projects in a
few days.”

means coordinating large-scale, complex
the early years of computer databases, Rosetti
recently upgraded to SharePoint and quickly
realized it could save time and money by
automating strategic processes such as setup

— Alessandro Mucciarella, Head of IT
Development and Change Project Leader,
Rosetti Marino Group

and permissions of project sites, handling
document management, and archiving.
Rosetti turned to technology solutions partner
GreenTeam for advice.
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Nintex saves half
of the developer
time
Because Nintex doesn’t require a developer to
write code, Alessandro Mucciarella, Head of IT
Development at Rosetti Marino Group, says his
developer is 50 percent more efficient, freeing
up time for other projects. Although Rosetti
Marino Group maintains only a 10-person IT
team, the group realized that Nintex allows them
to complete projects themselves without having

From errors to ease
At the start of each project, one team member
was appointed the onerous task of creating
project sites and assigning permissions, a
process that could take a great deal of time and
lead to inadvertent errors.

to turn to other partners or third-party software,

Now when a project starts, a single Word

providing even more savings.

document with a list of all persons involved in
the project is pushed into Nintex. In minutes,
Nintex Workflow automatically sets up the
SharePoint sites with the correct permissions.
This happens so seamlessly that users don’t
even realize they’re using Nintex.
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Finding a replacement
and upgrade to Lotus
Notes
Processes for construction and engineering

Once someone approves the construction or

work require signoff at different stages.

engineering work, another Nintex Workflow

Handling sign-offs via paper, email and phone

transfers the approval document to a readable

calls means documents sit on desks or in email

SharePoint library. Prior to switching to Nintex,

inboxes for days, if not weeks, waiting for

Rosetti Marino Group stored documents in

approval.

a Lotus Notes database. Mucciarella says

Nintex’s LazyApproval feature makes responding
easy for users, taking the process from days or

migrating the forms from Lotus Notes to
SharePoint proved “quite easy” with Nintex.
Looking forward, Rosetti Marino Group plans

weeks to minutes.

to develop an employee onboarding system
that would automate new employees’ Active
Directory set-up. Mucciarella is also interested in
exploring automatic integrations with SAP data,
specifically with the goal of increasing efficiency
even more.

About Nintex
Nintex is the global standard for process management and automation. Today more than 8,000 public and
private sector clients across 90 countries turn to the Nintex Platform to accelerate progress on their digital
transformation journeys by quickly and easily managing, automating and optimizing business processes.
Learn more by visiting www.nintex.com and experience how Nintex and its global partner network are
shaping the future of Intelligent Process Automation (IPA).
Product or service names mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.
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